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HELPING HURTFUL STUDENTS STOP, 
OWN IT, AND FIX IT
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Students Who Are 
Hurtful

NOT “BULLY”
• NEVER use the term “bully” to 

describe a student.
- This is name calling and is not helpful.

- Students who are hurtful can change.

- Focus on why they would not be 
hurtful

- Encourage students who are hurtful to 
Stop, Own It, and Fix It. 

DIFFERENT SOURCES

• Impulsive Retaliation
- Being hurtful because 

someone was hurtful 

• Hurtful to achieve 
social dominance
- Competent and 

considered “cool”

• Marginalized
- Who also have been 

bullied and excluded

MARGINALIZED

• “At-risk” youth 

• Impulsive and overreactive

• Lack social skills

• Engage in other risk behavior

• Likely also have been bullied or excluded
• Likely have experienced trauma 

Popular

Socially skilled

Competent
Attractive

Compliant to staff
Leaders

Students who are hurtful to 
achieve social dominance

“Cool”

NOT “at risk”Have empathy

SOCIALLY MOTIVATED



“He is powerful and everyone 
thinks he is ‘cool.’ I don’t like 
the hurtful things he does. But 
I can’t say or do anything or I 

will be his next target”

Perceived to be 
“deviant”

Rivals or 
perceived rivals

TWO KINDS OF TARGETS
Ethological-Based Behavior

COMPASSION

• Compassion is what ensures the survival of 
higher functioning animals and humans
- Care for helpless infants

- Support for mates

- Cooperation of group members ensures the 
survival of the group

Compassion is ALSO 
Ethological-Based Behavior!

IMPULSIVE RETALIATION

• Top two responses for why were hurtful.
- Impulsive “I acted too fast when I was angry and 

so I wasn’t thinking.”

- Retaliation “This person had been hurtful to me.”

• Mixed feelings of students about retaliation.
- Because there is support in many areas of our 

society for retaliation. 

Insight to Help Hurtful Students 
Stop, Own It, and Fix It

OVERVIEW OF STRATEGIES

• Socially Motivated
- Positive norms

- Reflection and 
compassion

• Marginalized
- Positive psychology

- Positive connections

• Supporters
- Influence supporters to help 

friend stop, own it, and fix it



MARGINALIZED

• Need EVERY positive psychology 
approach ~ amplified!
- Positive Focus

- Mindfulness and Self-regulation

- Problem Solving

- Character Strengths

- Kindness

-Positive 
Connections

5:1 MAGIC

• If provided with 5 positive connections for 
every 1 negative experience MAGIC occurs.
- As simple as someone saying “hi” or “good job.”

• How can Student Leaders identify the 
Marginalized hurtful students and 
provide increased positive connections?
- Hint: Odds are you know who these students are.

5:1 MAGIC IN ACTION

• Make a commitment as Student Leaders to 
help these students.

• Be attentive when around students who 
are at higher risk.

• Reach out to say something kind or do 
something kind as frequently as possible! 

• Pay attention and watch for the MAGIC!

SOCIALLY MOTIVATED

• Their belief that 
denigrating others 
is effective to 
achieve social 
dominance is 
supported by the 
reality in many 
schools!

• To stop their 
hurtful behavior, 
we have to change 
this reality

• This is a key 
reason to focus 
on positive social 
norms!

Status is the culmination of patterns of 
relationships and evaluations of peers. 

Interventions have a better chance of 
success if bystanders scorn aggression 
instead of being impressed or 
entertained by it. 

- Faris & Felmlee

• Faris & Felmlee, 2014

“He thinks he is powerful and 
everyone thinks he is ‘cool.’ But I 

know that the majority of 
students really do not like to see 
this and truly admire those who 

step in to help.”



Why I Am Not Hurtful
✦ How I would feel if someone did this to me or 

to someone I care about.
✦ How I would feel about myself because of how 

this reflects on me.
✦ How I would make the other person feel.
✦ What my mom, dad, or other adult whose 

opinion I value would think.
✦ What my friends would think.
✦ How this might damage my reputation.
✦ That I might get into trouble.

Why would you not be hurtful? 

Two Types of Popularity
✦ Some students strive to be kind and likable. 
✦ Other students strive for status—visibility, 

dominance, and power. 
- They often denigrate those they perceive as 

“different” and engage in battles with rivals. 
✦ People who are kind and likable generally have 

long, happy, and successful lives. 
✦ Those who strive for status most often end up 

suffering from anxiety, depression, and other 
challenges.

- Which path will you choose?

INFLUENCE SUPPORTERS

• Hurtful students have friends.  
- Friends are frequently 

“Supporters” ~ Hurtful 
Participants. 

- Or friends could become Helpful 
Allies who help this student Stop, 
Own It, and Fix It.

Help a Hurtful Friend Stop
✓By asking:

- How would you feel if someone did that 
to you?

- Why did you think this was okay? 

- What do you think others think about 
what you said or did? 

✓By encouraging your friend to own 
it and fix it.

✓By helping your friend Think Things 
Through to find a way to fix it.

Stop, Own It & Fix It ✓If I was hurtful, I will realize I can 
change and make a better choice.
- Walk away and calm myself. 

- Think about what I did and what I was 
trying to accomplish.

- Think about the excuses I made.

- Acknowledge that what I did was wrong. 

- Take steps to make things right.

- If things are not right for me, ask for help.

Stop, Own It, and Fix It



Stop SOCIAL NORMS THEORY

• When people learn about the actual 
positive norms of their peers, they are 
more willing to abide by those norms

• Berkowitz, 2010

The majority of students do NOT like 
to see their peers be hurtful

What Students Think Students admire those who:
Are respectful and kind to others.

Reach out to help someone who has been treated badly.

Try to include someone who has been excluded.
Tell someone being hurtful to stop.

Help someone being treated badly leave the situation.
Help someone who was hurtful decide to make things right.

Were treated badly, but stood tall and responded in a positive way.
Tell an adult if it is serious or has not stopped.

Were hurtful, but stopped, and made things right.
Make sure they have consent. 

End a relationship or friendship without “drama” or attack.

Students do NOT admire those who:
Say disrespectful and hurtful things to others. 

Think it is “cool” to put others down.

Laugh when seeing someone being treated badly.
Create “drama” to get attention.

Encourage students to exclude those they consider “different.”
Ignore hurtful situations involving others.

Support and encourage those who are being hurtful

REDUCE IMPULSIVE

• Lack of Self-Regulation is a challenge for 
some students who are hurtful
- Encourage school-wide mindfulness practices.

- Increase all student’s abilities to self-regulate in 
challenging situations and to help their friends 
self-regulate. 



REDUCE RETALIATION

• When students 
believe personality 
traits are fixed and 
that nothing will 
change ...
- They are more 

likely to engage in 
retaliation. 

• When students 
recognize people 
can change ...
- They are less likely 

to engage in 
retaliation.

- This is called a 
Growth Mindset.

• Yeager 2013

APPROACH

• Multi-pronged approach
- Self-regulation ~ “I will remain calm.”

- Keep Personal Power ~ “I choose not to let that 
person control how I feel or act.”

- Growth Mindset ~ “I know people can change.”

- Problem-solving ~ “I will Think Things 
Through to decide what is best to do.”

The Cycle of Hurt
✓If someone is hurtful to me, I will 

think:
- I can remain calm.
- I can choose not to let another person 

control how I feel about myself or act.
- I know that people can change and just 

because someone was hurtful does not 
mean he or she will continue to be hurtful.

- I can Think Things Through to find a 
positive way to respond.

Thoughts on Retaliation

CONSENT

• Lack of Consent should lead to Stop. 

• Consent must be:

• Freely given • Active

• Reversible

• Informed • Enthusiastic

✓I am committed to obtaining consent. 
- Freely given.  I will not pressure, trick, or threaten someone 

into saying “yes” or pretend someone has said “yes” when I 
know they cannot or did not do so.

- Active. I expect consent to be active and understandable 
and will not assume passive resistance to be consent. 

- Reversible. If someone says “yes,” but then says “no,” I will 
respect the “no” and stop. 

- Informed. Consent means both people understand all of 
aspects of the “who,” “what,” “when,” “where,” and “how.”

- Enthusiastic. If someone does not appear to be happy, and 
excited, I will stop and check in.

Consent



Own It RATIONALIZATIONS

• Before someone can “Fix It,” they have to 
“Own It.”

• People create rationalizations or excuses to 
support their self-opinion they are 
ethical ...
- While engaging in unethical behavior.

• Bandura, 1991

SPIN IT

• Redefine conduct.
- “It was a prank.” 

- “I was just joking.”

- “Locker room talk.”

DENY RESPONSIBILITY

• Deny Personal Responsibility
- “Everybody does it.” 

- “Someone else started it.”

- “I should mind my own 
business.”

DENY THE HARM

• Disregard or 
Misrepresent                 
the harm
- “What I did wasn’t           

that bad.”

- “She’s overreacting.”

BLAME THE VICTIM

• Dehumanize or blame 
the victim
- “He deserved it.”

- “If she would stop ___, this 
wouldn’t happen.”



WHO RATIONALIZES

• Everyone!
- Students who have been hurtful.

- Students who think they should intervene, but 
have not.

- Adults who dismiss the hurtful behavior of 
others.

RETALIATION

• Distinguish rationalization from retaliation
- Retaliation reasons may sound like a Blame the 

Victim rationalization.

- Blame the Victim is denigration of a “deviant” 
student who has not done anything wrong.

- Retaliation is a response to hurtful behavior that 
was directed at this student.

APPROACH

• Embrace Civility 
specifically teaches 
students about 
rationalizations in 
the Say “Stop” 
lesson. 

• So that hopefully 
everyone will start 
calling attention 
to these common 
excuses when they 
hear them from 
peers or others.

Recognize Excuses

Spin It

Deny Personal 
Responsibility

Blame 
the 

Other

Deny the 
Harm

Fix It RESTORATIVE PRACTICES

• Punishment approach asks
- Who did it?

- What “rule” was broken?

- How should the offender be punished?

• Zehr, 2014



RESTORATIVE PRACTICES

• Restorative approach asks
- What is the harm to all parties involved and to 

the community?
- What needs to be done to repair the harm?
- Who is responsible for this repair?
- What needs to occur to prevent similar harm  in 

the future?

APPROACH

• Strategies include
- Help students understand that other students 

do not admire those who support those who 
are hurtful.
‣ Included in survey question.

- Provide students with specific guidance on 
strategies to talk their friend into stopping, 
owning it, and fixing it.

✓If I was hurtful, I will realize I can 
change and make a better choice.
- Walk away and calm myself. 

- Think about what I did and what I was 
trying to accomplish.

- Think about the excuses I made.

- Acknowledge that what I did was wrong. 

- Take steps to make things right.

- If things are not right for me, ask for help.

Stop, Own It, and Fix It BREAK-UPS

• Break-Ups often lead to hurtful behavior.
- This often involves friends on both sides who 

can also become hurtful.

• Break-Ups are a normal and natural part 
of life.
- Everyone needs to learn to survive a Break-Up. 

✓ If I have had a break-up, I will:
- Keep my personal power. 
- Not allow my pain to turn to anger and attack. 
- Let go of my feelings of hurt by forgiving. 
- Own It and Fix It if actions I took led to this.
- Accept it is over, acknowledge it was meaningful to 

me, and take time to grieve my loss. 
- Adjust my social media connections so that I am not 

being updated about the other person. 
- Practice something to say if someone asks.
- Consider whether there are any patterns in my 

actions that I want to change.
- Keep myself busy doing things that I enjoy.
- Be open to meet new people or try a new activity.

Break-Ups
Thanks for Your 

Attention


